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Graded Tenses in Complement Clauses: Evidence that Future is not a Tense 
Seth Cable; University of Massachusetts Amherst 

1. Introduction: In some languages, the tense system does not simply indicate whether an event/state 
holds in the past or future, but how far into the past or future the event/state holds (Comrie 1985, Dahl 
1985, Cable 2013). Such tense systems will be referred to here as possessing ‘graded tenses’. As shown 
below, a relatively elaborate case of such a system can be found in Gi ̃ku ̃yu ̃ (Bantu; Kenya).  

(1) Portion of the Gi ̃ku ̃yu ̃ Graded Tense System (Johnson 1980, Mugane 1997, Cable 2013) 
a. ‘Current Past’  Mwangi ni ̃ainire. Mwangi danced (today) 
b. ‘Near Past’  Mwangi ni ̃arainire. Mwangi danced (within last few days) 

c. ‘Remote Past’ Mwangi ni ̄a ̄inire. Mwangi danced (prior to ‘Near Past’) 

d. ‘Current Future’ Mwangi ni ̃eku ̃ina. Mwangi will dance (today). 

e. ‘Remote Future’ Mwangi ni ̃akaina. Mwangi will dance (tomorrow or later). 
On the basis of original fieldwork data, I argue that the semantic behavior of graded tenses in complement 
clauses provides new evidence for a semantic division between the ‘true tenses’ (PAST and PRESENT), 
which are temporal anaphors, and FUTURE, which is a tense operator (Abusch 1997, Kratzer 1998).  
2. Interactions Between Matrix and Embedded Graded Tense: I will show that the generalizations in 
(2) below hold for three languages with graded tense systems, two distantly related Bantu languages 
(Gi ̃ku ̃yu ̃, Shona) and one Inuit language (South Baffin Inuktitut). 
(2) The Interpretations of Graded Tenses in Complement Clauses 

a.  Past Under Past:  If matrix verb is past tense, then a graded past in a complement clause 
must be interpreted relative to the time of the matrix speech act. 

b. Past Under Future: If matrix verb is future tense, then a graded past in a complement 
clause can be interpreted relative to the time of the matrix or the reported speech act. 

c. Future Under Anything: A graded future in a complement clause can always be 
interpreted relative to the time of the reported speech act. 

The Gi ̃ku ̃yu ̃ data in (3) illustrate (2a). In context (3a), speakers report that only (3b), with embedded ‘Near 
Past’ (NPST), is possible. Sentence (3c), with embedded ‘Current Past’ (CPST), is rejected. Note that if 
embedded CPST could be interpreted relative to the time of the reported speech act, then (3c) should be 
sensible and true in context (3a). Moreover, the truth of (3b) in context (3a) requires that the embedded 
NPST be interpreted relative to the time of the matrix speech act. 
(3) a.  Context:  Yesterday, your friend Mwangi said “I danced today.”  
 b. Mwangi  araugire  ati ̃ ni ̃arainire. 
  Mwangi 3sgS.say.NPST  that 3sgS.dance.NPST   
  Mwangi said that he danced. 
 c. # Mwangi araugire  ati ̃ ni ̃ainire. 
     Mwangi 3sgS.say.NPST  that 3sgS.dance.CPST 
Parallel data have been obtained for the other logically possible ‘past-under-past’ structures in Gi ̃ku ̃yu ̃, as 
well as for such structures in Shona, whose graded tense system does not appear to be cognate with that of 
Gi ̃ku ̃yu ̃ (Nurse 2008). In addition, Hayashi (2011) reports parallel data for South Baffin Inuktitut (SBI), 
and independently proposes the generalization in (2a). Generalization (2b), also independently observed 
by Hayashi (2011) for SBI, is supported by data like the following in Gi ̃ku ̃yu ̃ (parallel data also in Shona). 
(4) a. Context: Tomorrow, your friend Mwangi will say “I danced yesterday.” 
 b. Mwangi     ni ̃akauga  ati ̃ ni ̄arainire 

 Mwangi     3sgS.say.RFUT that 3sgS.dance.NPST 
Mwangi will say that he danced. 
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 c. Mwangi  ni ̃akauga  ati ̃ ni ̄ainire 
Mwangi  3sgS.say.RFUT  that 3sgS.dance.CPST 
Mwangi will say that he danced. 

The acceptability of (4b) in context (4a) indicates that in such structures, the embedded NPST can be 
interpreted relative to the time of the reported speech. Moreover, the acceptability of (4c), with embedded 
CPST, indicates that the embedded tense can also be interpreted relative to matrix utterance time. For 
reasons of space, the data supporting generalization (2c) are omitted here, but they are comparable to the 
sentences exemplifying generalizations (2a,b); again, parallel data are found in SBI.  
3. Formal Semantic Analysis: Following much of the semantic literature on tense, I assume that 
syntactic tense nodes are temporal pronouns, and tense features introduce presuppositions constraining 
the interpretation of those pronouns (Abusch 1997, Kratzer 1998). Furthermore, contra Cable (2013), I 
assume that graded (past) tenses are true tenses, heading syntactic tense nodes (and are not modifiers 
within the aspectual domain). The following (simplified) denotations for CPST and NPST illustrate: 
(5) a. [[ Ti CPST ]]w,t,g  = g(i) if g(i) < t and is within the day surrounding t 
 b. [[ Ti NPST ]]w,t,g = g(i) if g(i) < t and precedes the day surrounding t 
Given that tenses are temporal anaphors, I follow Abusch (1997: 11-16) in assuming that – except for 
cases of ‘simultaneous readings’ – embedded tenses undergo res-movement, yielding an LF that encodes 
a ‘temporal de re’ propositional attitude. Thus, the LF for (3b) is predicted to be as follows.  
(6) [ [ T1 NPST ] [ Mwangi said [ T2 NPST ] [CP λ2 [ [ t2 ] he danced ] … ] 
For reasons of space, the predicted de re truth conditions are not given here, but note that the embedded 
NPST occupies a position outside of the subordinate clause. Consequently, it will be interpreted relative 
to the matrix utterance time (evaluation time), and not relative to the time of reported speech. In this way, 
the system captures generalization (2a).  

Regarding generalization (2b), I make the crucial assumption that so-called ‘future tense’ is not a 
‘true tense’, in that it is not a temporal pronoun; instead, it is tense operator that shifts the evaluation time 
of its sister to a future time (Abusch 1997; Rullmann et al. 2008). The following illustrates. 
(7) [[ FUT XP ]]w,t,g   = T  iff ∃t’ . t’ > t & [[XP]]w,t’,g = T 
Given our earlier assumptions, the structure in (8) is a possible (simplified) LF for sentence (4b). 
Importantly, in this LF, embedded NPST lies in the scope of matrix FUT. Consequently, it is interpreted 
relative to the shifted, future evaluation time, which is the time of the reported (future) speech act. 
(8) [ FUT [ Mwangi say [ T2 NPST ] [CP λ2 [ [ t2 ] he danced ] … ] 
For sentence (4c), I assume that the embedded CPST undergoes further LF movement to a position above 
matrix FUT, as in (9). In this LF, the embedded tense will be interpreted relative to matrix utterance time. 
(9) [ [ T2 CPST ] [ λ2 [ FUT [ Mwangi say [ t2 ] [CP λ2 [ [ t2 ] he danced ] … ] 
In this way, the proposed system captures the generalization in (2b).  
 Finally, for generalization (2c), I assume that ‘graded futures’ are, like plain futures, tense 
operators (and not temporal pronouns); below is a possible denotation for ‘Current Future’ (CFUT).  
(10) [[ CFUT XP ]]w,t,g  = T  iff ∃t’ . t’ > t & t’ is within the day surrounding t & [[XP]]w,t’,g = T 
Since graded futures are not temporal anaphors, they needn’t undergo res-movement from the embedded 
clause. Thus, the following is a perfectly well-formed and interpretable LF. 
(11)  [ [ T1 NPST ] [ Mwangi said [CP CFUT [ he dance ] … ] 
Note that since the embedded graded future occupies a position inside the subordinate clause, it will be 
interpreted relative to the time of reported speech (or, more properly, the temporal center of the embedded 
proposition), and not relative to the matrix utterance time. Thus, the proposed system predicts (2c).  
4. Further Discussion: The analysis of (2a) assumes that unbound embedded past tenses all undergo res-
movement, yielding a ‘temporal de re’ interpretation. I defend the viability of this assumption, tying it to 
a general pragmatic principle preferring de re readings whenever they are true in the context. In addition, 
I discuss the ways in which the analysis’s use of res-movement might be eliminated in favor of non-
syntactic mechanisms (e.g., those of Maier (2009)). Finally, I discuss whether embedded graded futures 
can ever be interpreted relative to matrix utterance time, and present a preliminary analysis of the facts.  


